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The Class 12 Play Festival

St John’s Festival

Performances are
TONIGHT and SATURDAY
Do come and support them in this
important Waldorf milestone.

Letter from the
College of Teachers
Dear Michael Oak community
We offer our condolences to Aran in
Class 1 whose father died earlier this
week. We wish him and his family
strength in this very difficult time.
-----------------------Celebrating the wonderful rain we
have had and our St John’s festivals,
may the light from the many beautiful
lanterns, music and stories be carried
into the holidays.
We wish Kathy (Kindergarten) a restful
and rejuvenating long leave and Faiza
an enriching pilgrimage to Mecca.
Safe travels to those families going
away and we wish you all a restful
winter holiday.
Do watch the delightful Youth Day
video featuring our happy Michael Oak
children and staff -- the link is on page
5.
Warm wishes
The College of Teachers

Due to the rain, the Primary school St John’s Festival took place in the hall last night.
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THE CANTERBURY TALES
Geoffrey Chaucer is dead! In a dramatic attempt to bring him
back to life, seven medieval alchemists invite a group of Chaucer’s
best known pilgrims – the Knight, the Wife of Bath, the Pardoner,
the Nun’s Priest, and the Miller – to tell their Canterbury Tales…
Some tales are elegant and elevated, others ribald and raunchy.
What comes through mostly though, in this street-theatre
adaptation, is Chaucer’s sympathetic grasp of the spirit of the
English character and his non-judgemental, humanitarian
outlook. The style is in “Commedia dell’ Arte” where there was
audience participation, and the plays were comic and often rude.
The actors used loud voices, big gestures, and lots of energy.
Although occasionally slightly risqué, this is definitely GREAT
entertainment for the whole family!

TONIGHT Friday 22 and Saturday 23 June at 7:30pm.

Kindergarten Lantern Festival
The Kindergarten Lantern Festival was held around the Oval on Wednesday evening

Earlier in the day, soup was made in the classrooms

Admin Notes
CORRECTION
Correction of phrasing in the Admin Notes
in last week’s Leaflet, regarding Faiza’s
journey:
“Pilgrims are encouraged to learn, to grow
and to change in likeness to Allah”.
Faiza wishes to thank Lynn for her deeply
thoughtful message but at the same time
wishes to correct the above sentence.
According to Muslim belief we do not
compare Allah with anything and no one
is comparable to Him.
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Marimba Band Extra-Mural
All primary school learners are invited to join the after-school
marimba band programme starting next term.
The marimba bands at Michael Oak Waldorf School are taught
by an external company called Marimba Jam.
All of the bands are invited to perform at the annual Marimba
Jam Festival, as well as participate in other exciting gig
opportunities throughout the year.
Marimba lessons will take place once a week after school and
each lesson is one hour.
Spaces are limited.
No music experience required - all welcome!
Please contact Kiara for more information and / or to enrol your
child for the start of Term 3.
Rate: R580 per term
Contact: marimba_jam@yahoo.com / 0813528916 (Kiara)

The Board of Trustees at Michael Oak
Michael Oak School is run through a partnership between the College of Teachers and the Board of Trustees, with the College responsible
for the daily running of the school and all pedagogical matters, and the Trustees being ultimately responsible for administrative, financial
and legal matters, including the long-term sustainability of the school.
As per the Trust Deed, the Board of Trustees is made up of between 6 and 12 teachers and parents, with one third of the Board being
teachers. The Trust Deed requires the current board to recommend the size of the Board to the nominations committee, and the current
Board has recommended a board of 12 members for 2018/ 19, comprising 4 teachers and 8 parents. Trustees meet approximately twice a
term and their work is supported by several sub-committees and working groups including the Links. Most trustees serve on (or lead) at
least one sub-committee. Board Members are elected at the School’s AGM, following a nominations process which is coordinated by a
Nominations Committee (two teachers as nominated by College, two trustees as nominated by the current Board and two parents, as
nominated by the Links). The Chair of the Board is elected annually at the first Trustee meeting of the year. The Board can also co-opt
members where needed.
The 2018 AGM is taking place on 1 August 2018 and in preparation for this meeting, the Nominations Committee is now calling for
nominations.
If you know someone who has the interests of the school at heart; is willing to become more involved with its governance processes and
who you think could make a valuable contribution to the Board, please nominate them (with their consent) using this form and hand it in
at the Office, or email it to lkerchhoff@michaeloak.org.za duly signed by both of you. Please also include a C.V. for the nominee and a half
page motivation from the nominee, setting out why they would like to serve as a trustee and what they think they can bring to the Board
of Trustees. Nominees should preferably have been parents at Michael Oak for at least a year and have been involved in one of the sub
committees or working groups, including as a Link, so that they have a fair knowledge of the workings of the school.
Please note that the closing date for nominations is 3 July 2018.

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

NOMINATION FORM FOR THE 2018 / 2019 BOARD OF TRUSTEES
NAME OF NOMINEE:

…………………………………….…….…………………………………….…….

NOMINATED BY:

………………….……………………….…………………………………….…….

Motivation for nomination:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of PROPOSER:

………………………..

DATE: …………..…

Signature of NOMINEE: …………………………..
DATE: …………..…

(Please submit a C.V, motivation and the nomination form)
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Fare well,
dear Marion
More Words of Thanks
from members of the
community.

Marion with her Class in 1986

Dear Marion, Heartfelt thanks for being such an amazing teacher
to Nick and for your dedication and contribution to Michael Oak
over so many years. We have so many special memories. Best
wishes for a wonderful and well deserved retirement. With love
ROY AND LINDA LANGLEY
For me Marion embodied the essence, the spirit, the ethos of what
Michael Oak stands for. We were blessed to have her as our
daughter's teacher. It was a privilege working with her in trustees.
Marion, have a wonderful retirement! Love. BOETIE TOERIEN.
It was an honour and a pleasure working with Marion for five years
at Michael Oak from 2005 to 2009. Twice a week we would meet
to focus on our sponsorship work. The nurturing of the worldwide connections and friendships within the Waldorf movement
which Marion had developed over the many years was very
important to her and we spent our time communicating, thanking,
and seeking sponsorships for children who would otherwise not be
able to enjoy Waldorf education. Every letter which Marion
dictated, as I typed, was carefully worded and it was if she was
imagining how the reader would feel upon each choice of word.
She agonized at the thought of a child having to leave the school
due to non-fee payment and she worked tirelessly and quietly
behind the scenes in finding donors. Although we only met twice a
week, she was always active from her home in writing letters,
making international calls and dreaming into ways of bringing
funds towards our school.
I feel Marion has been a gift to Michael Oak, and to my life, for
continuously reminding us to maintain a heart of gratitude and
trust in humanity and in the ever- present help of the spiritual
world. THANK YOU MARION JENNI BRASSINGTON
I first met Marion in 1982 at Michael Oak, never really thinking that
I would be there eight years later, and becoming a mentor for her
primary class in the newly started High School. Marion has been a
mentor to me ever since; gracious, modest and very wise in her
guidance and insights. This has continued until recently with our
sharing of aspects of Waldorf teacher training. I know Marion’s
presence and endearing reflections will be greatly missed in Cape
Town, and wish her well for her future in the Karoo. HOWARD
DOBSON.

I worked with Marion at Michael Oak for many years and in many different
capacities. Firstly from 1983 for 15 years, I was the Secretary and so I
would help Marion with all matters related to teachers' needs such as class
scripts for plays, letters, interviews with parents and children, oh so many
rich and wonderful things, also asking her advice about anything from
motherhood to medicines. I knew her as teacher to my oldest son Jade
(an intense and very fulfilling 7-year relationship} and how I valued her
calm, sensitive, sensible and inspiring ways with the children and us
parents. Years later, she and I worked very closely when I was Fundraiser
ensuring that all the children who received bursaries from overseas
sponsors, gave back to those sponsors by writing letters and drawings
with tales about their lives. She encouraged those parents too to share
their joys and sorrows with them. I was very involved with Marion
corresponding with these generous and deeply caring people and keeping
them in touch with the rich life that exists in our schools and the ongoing
changes experienced over the years in our country. Marion has a way with
words and a way with people. She connects in a most genuine, caring and
totally dedicated and honest manner. What inspired me about her was
that she always had time for people, no matter how busy she was. She
was open and non-judgemental in her dealings with all the people she
met. She taught me a great deal about acceptance of people's different
ways and finding the best in all.
Not only did I get to know Marion in school but we became good friends in
our personal lives and we have had many a wonderful coffee or breakfast
in her cosy home in Harfield discussing our ideas on life, daily living in
South Africa, how to help those who are needy and not forgetting many a
good giggle too. Those occasions were so colourfully peppered with the
most remarkable stories about people Marion knew in her life or people
who had inspired her, alive or dead. If I had to sum Marion up in a few
words it would be engaged, passionate, dedicated, truthful and with a
deep and genuine morality and integrity. There is nothing flippant about
Marion. She is serious about daily living and yet has such a light-hearted
touch.
Dear Marion, I wish you such happiness in Prince Albert. It is a special
place and your brother & Colleen wonderfully inspiring people. May your
soul be filled with the quietness, the creativity and the community spirit
that exists there. I so look forward to coming to visit you. You have given
so much to so many people, including me and my family, and for this I
thank you, I really thank you wholeheartedly. With my love HEATHER
YOUNG
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Dearest Marion, through your tireless and conscientious work of
mentoring and guiding young Waldorf teachers, you have given
each of us the gift of knowing how to walk upright and fearlessly
into the world, to fine tune and deepen our consciousness in the
classroom, to speak with purpose and kindness and to see and
treasure the precious life of each child in our care. Thank you for
your joyful spirit. Enjoy your new adventures. Gratitude and Love
always. BEULAH REELER

Picture of our class reunion, with Marion, 2012.... we were the
class that finished standard 5 in 1979. We adore Marion, who has
been such an amazing presence in our lives. She is wise and
graceful, serene, elegant and eloquent. We wish her the happiest
of retirements. KATE DENNING

My parents had erratic travel plans but I was in Marion’s class in late
’67 through some time in ‘69 I believe. In particular her eurythmy
classes and the concept of a golden beam through my body have
stayed with me. The attached Standard 5 class picture of 1973 is of
no direct relevance to her but it is the only one I have from that time.
I can name all present if of interest. I am the taller one second to the
left from Heinz Schotte. MARK HUMPHRY

FAIR CORNER
REMINDER ... Perhaps on a wet day or two these holidays, you might like to go through
your cupboards and up-cycle or allow us to re-purpose any of the following:
- shells
- driftwood
- old cd's / dvd's
- hoola hoops
- gemstones

- fishing wire
- raffia lengths
- ribbons
- fabric lengths (floaty,
lightweight)

- glass jam jars with lid
- old wax crayons
- old candle wax
- beaded wire animals
- books (any)

- unwanted children's
'gifts' that can be used
as prizes

- any good-as-new toys,
notepads, games,
purses, jewellery
- Gumtree items

Happy de-cluttering as we delve into Winter and thank you in advance for your kind donations.
Please note in your diaries the next craft workshop dates: July 21st, August 25th and September 15th.
Class 6 Fair Organisers

Have you seen the Michael
Oak “Great Heart” video yet?
If not, click on the photo or the link:

Mandela Day
First week of next term, Wednesday 18 July
This year will be the Centenary Mandela Day Celebration and it is with great
enthusiasm that the Primary School have decided to support Literacy, not only in
our school with a special time of shared reading but we will also be collecting
children's books to support other less advantaged schools' literacy endeavours.
One of those will be the "Little Libraries" Organisation founded by Camille Quine.
According to Camille, "We all know what a library is but what is a little library? It is a
small wooden bookshelf that contains about 120-140 hard paged books so that
children can learn to handle books. When the Little Libraries are delivered, the
creches are also given a carpet so that the children can sit cosily whilst stories are
being read to them.”

https://youtu.be/ZKb7tkivHmE
Thank you to the beautiful children of Michael Oak,
the Class 10s (and Sarah Kellett for filmography
assistance).
Caroline Esterhuizen

To this cause, we would like to appeal to all our parents to support us in our
endeavour to fill as many little bookshelves with appropriate children's books (both
hard and soft paged that are in good condition) that we could distribute to the Little
Libraries Organisation as well as other needy primary schools.
The Primary and High School will be doing a combined shared reading for 67
minutes. The High School will also be involved in an act of service in giving of
their time and energy in the form of a beach clean-up.
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Graduation and
Eurythmy
Performance
BA Dance (Eurythmy) Graduation

The CCE's BA dance (Eurythmy) graduates will perform at
the Goetheanum! On Tuesday, 19th June, the BA dance graduate
class, accompanied by Silke Sponheuer and Michelle Kaplan, our
Eurythmy lecturers, departed for Dornach, Switzerland. They will be
attending the annual Eurythmy conference for graduate students
from around the world to showcase their work on the
Goetheanum's stage.

Eurythmy graduates performing at Zenzeleni Waldorf School

Putting theory into Practice
The CCE's B.Ed students are once more reunited after a series of practicals that took place in the second term. Practical
teaching experiences are an opportunity for students to develop their teaching abilities and grow personal inner
development. Here is what some of our students had to say about their time in the classroom:
'I learnt that I’m capable of so much more if I put my
mind to it and give it my all. I’ve found confidence
within myself I never thought I had. This teaching
practical has assured me that this is where I want to
be and this is what I would love to do.' - Lisa
Wiener, year 2
'My three weeks were magical. In a very short time I
had developed a fantastic relationship with the class
and the teacher. Through the teaching practicals I
have gained much experience and practice which
ultimately leads to my personal growth as a future
teacher.' - Adam Randles, year 3
'It was a challenging but also fruitful experience. I
feel I grew a lot as a teacher. There’s a lot that I
learnt about myself and about the methodology of

teaching. The teacher and the children were
amazing, full of love and light.' - Siyasanga Malima,
year 3
'Overall I had a very positive experience on this
practical. I learnt a lot about life in a CAPS
curriculum classroom and was able to implement
my own creative ideas in a unique way. I felt
confident in doing so due to my training at the CCE
and personal background with Waldorf. It was
wonderful to see the children respond to this. The
school was also incredibly welcoming and supported
our learning as student teachers.' - Grace Faure,
year 2
‘The experience was wonderful, busy and super
tiring. I feel confident, strong and ready to become a

teacher. My motto for this practical was live and
learn.' - Matthew Ross, year 3
'I learnt a lot about myself and about the teacher in
me that I can slowly feel emerging with the guidance
of lecturers, my host teachers and of course, the
children.' - Helen Armstrong, year 2
'Practicals are an amazing opportunity to see and
learn from other teachers' techniques and to
practise and develop different ways of presenting
knowledge to children so that it can grow and
develop and really live within them. It is such a
delicate balancing act but it is really exciting when
you get it right.' - Elinor Driver, year 3
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7 Benefits of Waldorf’s “Writing to Read” Approach
Waldorf Education starts to set the foundation for reading in kindergarten. Learning to read is allowed to evolve for each
child in the same form as it evolved from the beginning of humanity: spoken language developed first, then people drew
pictures to communicate their ideas, followed by symbols such as hieroglyphics and finally the abstract letters of our
modern alphabets. Once there was a written language, people learned to read. This is exactly the sequence in which
children master language, and it also is the sequence in which reading is taught in Waldorf schools.

After learning all the letters, the next step is to
copy the teacher’s writing into their beautiful
‘main lesson books’, the books that children in
a Waldorf school create themselves. These
first written sentences and stories come from
the children’s own experience and the
children’s first practise of ‘reading’ is the
reading of their own text.

1. Importance of the Spoken Word
At Waldorf schools, from birth to age seven,
the focus is on the spoken word.
In kindergarten, the curriculum emphasis is
on spoken verses and stories: nature stories,
folktales and fairy tales. Teachers are
‘storytellers’ and are careful not to “dumb
down” or simplify the language of fairy tales.
The teacher is careful to use clear speech and
to enunciate well as this immersion in
literature is the basis of literacy. This
immersion in the spoken word will also help
children later when it comes time to learn to
write and spell.

2. Repetition Helps Retention
The same sequence and stories are repeated
in daily circle time for weeks at a time.
Children learn these stories, songs and verses
“by heart,”. Rudolf Steiner, founder of Waldorf
education, stressed the importance of
repetition when he developed the first Waldorf
school in Germany in the 1920’s. Current brain
research confirms that repetition aids a child’s
brain development. The connections of billions
of neural pathways in the brain are
strengthened through repeated experiences.

3. Writing Begins Holistically
In the first grade of Waldorf the alphabet is
formally introduced in an imaginative, pictorial
way. There are no photo-copied worksheets
here! Each letter of the alphabet is presented
as a picture representing an element from a
story the children are told. For example, they
might hear the story of a knight on a quest
who had to cross mountains and a valley. The
children will then draw a picture with the letter
“M” forming the Mountains on either side of
the “V” for Valley.
In this way, the child develops a living
relationship with each letter rather than going
straight to the abstraction of the alphabet
letters themselves. These ‘pictures’ can be
described as the rainbow bridge between the
pictorial thinking of the child and the abstract
thinking of the adult.

This progression can be illustrated by the
following typical activity: the teacher will write
a poem on the board that the children already
‘know’ by heart. Through joyful recognition of
familiar sounds and words they begin to ‘read’
the poem and then write it in their books.

to read too early often hurts their selfconfidence and general passion for books.
This research clearly indicates that
kindergartens and preschools should focus
on age-appropriate activities such as playing,
exploring and socializing. Finland is a great
example of this, given that its schools lead the
world in education standards. Finnish children
generally don’t start kindergarten until age 6.
And kindergarten is focused mainly on play
and socialization, there is no reading or
writing. Additionally, their school days are not
more than 4 hours long.

4. Reading Starts Naturally
The final step is learning to read, which
generally starts in second grade and continues
into third grade. It is important to know that
reading requires decoding skills that develop
in children at varying ages. In Waldorf
education we understand that learning to read
will unfold naturally in its own time for the
vast majority of children, when given the
proper support.

7. Does Not Rely On Phonics
It is interesting to note that as much as 60% of
common English words cannot be easily
sounded out. English also has 205 ways to
spell 44 sounds! Many words have the same
sounds but are spelled differently or contain
silent letters. Learning such a language takes
a long time and requires many abilities that
develop over time.

Just as a normal, healthy child will learn to
walk without our teaching her, and just as a
child miraculously learns to speak her native
language by the age of three without lessons,
worksheets or a dictionary, so will a child
naturally learn to read when she has a positive
relationship with the spoken and written word
and has been provided with the necessary
tools and skills.

5. Classic Books Expand Vocabulary
Once students are fully reading providing
them with age appropriate, well written
literature will keep their love for reading alive.

6. Avoids Risks In Pushing Reading
Too Early
Much research has shown the negative
impacts of pushing “academics”, such as
reading, at too early an age. Forcing children

Being able to decode words is essential for
beginning readers. However, decoding isn’t
just about sounding out words. It involves
taking apart the sounds in a word
(“segmenting”) and blending the sounds
together. Another important skill for
beginning readers is learning to recognize
words at a glance. Kids need to build up a
large group of “sight words.” and this takes
time.
The Waldorf approach, in its own way, sets the
foundation for reading starting in
Kindergarten. However, reading is not rushed
before writing and soon Waldorf students are
typically reading at or above government
standardized levels and with improved
comprehension. Most importantly, children
who read when they are ready are able to
maintain a passion for stories and love of
reading further into their older years.
This article first appeared in Waldorf Today –
Issue #407
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HOLIDAY ART WORKSHOPS
Sue Nepgen will be holding some special art workshops this holiday at her home which borders the beautiful
riverine green belt in Constantia, with cosy fires and views, as well as outdoor work on sunny days. Children who
come during the term as well as all other children may attend. Parents, other adults and teenagers may attend as
well. They will enjoy being creative with a variety of techniques, media and themes which will be different to those
explored in the term classes, or will take what has been explored further and to the next level. Requests are
welcome, and an original clay session will be included. There will be no repetition from week to week, so
participants can come to all three and experience new art activities each time. They will take home worthwhile
artworks after each session. The age grouping is flexible to allow for convenience and for families to come at
the same time. The groups will be small so early booking is advised. Bring refreshments for a break.

Thurs 28th June
Fri 29th June
Thurs 5th July
Fri 6th July
Thurs 12th July
Fri 13th July

11 am to 1 pm (mainly 5 to 8 years)
11 am to 1 pm (mainly 9 to 13 years)
11 am to 1 pm (mainly 5 to 8 years)
11 am to 1 pm (mainly 9 to 13 years)
11 am to 1 pm (mainly 5 to 8 years)
11 am to 1 pm (mainly 9 to 13 years)

Cost: R220 per session, including all materials and firing (a ‘good value’ fee)
To book contact Sue Nepgen [MPhil in Education (Teaching) UCT] on 0217946609, 0832377242 or email snepgen@xsinet.co.za

EXTRAMURAL ART CLASSES 2ND/3RD TERM, 2018
We had a busy and full 2nd term, including chalk pastel work
(seascapes, landscapes, fire, birds, flowers and night scenes);
feather and quill sketching in colour with imagination for the
younger children and in pencils for the older ones; creating, painting
and varnishing clay sea rocks with all their creatures and plants;
under the sea watercolour paintings; and relief tiles in different
colours of clay on an animal theme. Generally, on offer are a variety
of media, themes as well as 2-D and 3-D projects, including those
about the natural environment (Sue’s speciality). Our artworks are
stimulated by South African and other artists, as well as current and
recent exhibitions and topics.
Next term, projects will be inspired by Norval Foundation Art
Museum in Steenberg: the architecture, wonderful outdoor
sculpture garden, wetland park and painting collections: Our main
projects will be plaster of paris chiselled sculptures and painting on
canvas, as well as various other drawing, painting and creative
projects. Do remember you can put in requests. There will be
differentiation as to what the younger and older children do.

Days and times, 3rd term's art classes (1 session per week). Children
may come to the classroom used for art straight after school (Class 8
room). Classes start starts Friday 20th July, and children may join in
the second lesson or later.
● Friday 12.55 pm – 1.55 pm (Kindergarten, Classes 1 and 2)
● Friday 2 pm – 3 pm (Classes 3 and 4 mainly, but also Kindergarten,
Classes 1 and 2)
● Friday 2.30 pm - 3.30 pm (an overlap class for Classes 5, 6 and 7)
● Friday 3.00 pm – 4.00 pm (Classes 5, 6 and 7 or higher, as well as all
other classes)
● Saturday 10.30 am – 11.40 am, or 11.50 am if they stay for a socialising
break (6 – 13 yrs)
Also in Constantia (the Wynberg side) for all age groups on a Thursday
starting 19th April.
Fees are R850 a term, including materials and firing. Visitors or ‘try-out’
pupils are welcome at R110 a lesson. Detailed newsletters and flyers can
be found in the foyer. For more information contact Sue [MPhil in
Education (Teaching) UCT and trained Waldorf teacher] 021-7946609, 0832377242 or snepgen@xsinet.co.za

Fatima Alexander, Kindergarten

Suri Adams, Class 3

Suri Adams, Class 3

Ana-Maria Firer, Class 3
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Community Notices
Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

HOLIDAY CARE
Looking for someone to take care of your children over the holidays? I am an ex
Waldorf pupil, student and 25 years of age. I am available from July 1st. Please
contact cell/WhatsApp : 0713427089 Email: melbeegoodall@gmail.com Hope to
hear from you,Kind regards, Melissa.”

BOOKSHELF FOR SALE
Bookshelf for sale R500.
Contact Philippa Rattue at 082 748 7936.

Michael Oak TERM DATES 2018
Term 3 – Monday 16 July to Friday 21 Sep. (HS & PS)
Monday 16 July to Thurs 20 Sep (PG & KG)
Term 4 – Monday 8 October to Friday 7 Dec.

TERM DATES 2019
Term 1 – Tuesday 22 January to Weds 20 March (HS & PS)
Weds 23 Jan to Weds 20 March (PG & KG)
Term 2 – Tuesday 9 April to Friday 21 June (HS & PS)
Term 3 – Tuesday 16 July to Friday 20 Sep. (HS & PS)
Term 4 – Tuesday 8 October to Friday 6 Dec.
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Michael Oak Calendar
NB: Class Parents’ Meetings are usually at 7.30pm

Monday

Tuesday

2018

::: PG Playgroup :::

Wednesday

KG Kindergarten :::

Thursday

PS Primary School

Friday
22

JUNE

TERM 2 ENDS
Class 12 Play
The Canterbury Tales

25
2
9
16

26
3
10
17

27
4
11
18

28
5
12
19

29
6
13
20

:::

HS High School

Saturday
23

Sunday
24

Class 12 Play
The Canterbury Tales
(Final night)

1 JULY
8
15
22

30
7
14
21

TERM 3 STARTS All classes

Nelson Mandela Day

Coming of Age Parents

23

24

Class 4 Parents Meet

25

Coming of Age Students

26

27

Craft Workshops

28

29

Links Meeting
Coming of Age Camps

Matric Parents Meet 6-8pm Coming of Age Parents 8pm

Coming of Age Camps

Coming of Age Students

30

31

Coming of Age Camps

6

AUGUST
Michael Oak AGM

1

Coming of Age Camps

7
14

Fincom

15

Day of Arafaah

28

Shakespeare Week

3

National Women's Day

16

22
29

4

Coming of Age
Student Feedback

24

30

5

11

12

18

19

31
Coming of Age
Student Feedback

Shakespeare Week

Shakespeare Week

6

Class 3 Play 11am
Regional Meeting at Imhoff

25

Combined Colleges Meet Class 10 Bonfire Night Market

KG Parents Meet
Shakespeare Week

Shakespeare Week

5

School Holiday

17

23
Eid al-Adha

4
Coming of Age Camps

10

Trustees

21

27

Coming of Age Camps

9

Class 5 Parents meet

20

3
Cl 8 Second Hand Market

Coming of Age Camps

8

Class 2 Parents Meet

13

2

7

26

Craft Workshops
Raksha Bandhan
1 SEPTEMBER 2
Janmashtami

Shakespeare Week

8

9

Class 4 Play
Parzival Camp

10

Links meet

Playgroup Parents meet

TCF Meeting

Parzival Camp

Parzival Camp

Parzival Camp

11
Rosh Hashana

17

12
Rosh Hashana

18

13

25

Heritage Day / Sukkot
1 OCTOBER

8

26
Sukkot

2
9

Coming of Age Student
Feedback

27

16

22

Class 12 Presentations

Class 12 Presentations

28

29
Sukkot

4
11

5
12

17
Links Meeting

23

18

6
13

19

Fincom

24

20

26

29

31

NOVEMBER

1

2

3

Trustees
Greek Play
Primary Sch Camp Week Primary Sch Camp Week

6

Greek Play
Primary Sch Camp Week

7

Greek Play

Greek Play

Primary Sch Camp Week

Primary Sch Camp Week

8

9

Divali

12

28

MICHAEL OAK FAIR

30

5

21

Craft Workshop

27

Matric Visual Arts
Moderation

7
14

Craft Workshops

Class 5 Language Sharing
at Stellenbosch

25

30
Sukkot

Valedictory Assembly
Valedictory Dinner

Craft Pricing

23
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GAIA WALDORF SCHOOL

ENROLMENTS OFFICER
Gaia Waldorf School, a multi-cultural primary school in Pinelands, seeks a suitably qualified
professional to fill a part-time (20hrs a week) position as from 1 August 2018. The successful
applicant must meet the following criteria:
-- Have extensive knowledge of and belief in Waldorf education primarily and Rudolf Steiner
and Anthroposophy generally
-- Have appropriate administrative, planning and organisational skills
-- Be creative innovative and enthusiastic
-- Have a real interest in children and their development
-- Be able to work as part of a team with strong interpersonal skills
Key duties include:
– Management of the enrolment process and enabling maximum enrolment capacity
-- Management of all administrative processes involved in enrolment, including the CEMIS
system
-- Ensure all teaching staff are registered with SACE, updating professional development on
the WCED database
Letter of Application and Curriculum Vitae to: The College of Teachers, P.O. Box 13416,
Mowbray, 7705 Email: admin@gaiawaldorf.co.za
Tel. 021 447-0546
Closing date for Applications: 16th July 2018.
If Applicants do not hear or receive a response within 14 days of close of application, the
application has not been successful.

Opinions in this newsletter belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za Editor Charles Abbott.
To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please e-mail to cabbott@michaeloak.org.za

